
BTG presents: Panda Money
Step into the tranquil heart of the forest and immerse yourself in the world of Panda Money, where 
you can revel in up to 15,625 Megaways™ to win. Every win sets in motion the dynamic Prize 
Builder, a captivating hold and win feature that elegantly sweeps away non-winning symbols, paving 
the path for fresh symbols that bring epic rewards.

Embark on a thrilling voyage of exploration as you uncover the gateway to Free Spins, accompanied 
by an infinitely expanding Free Spins Win Multiplier. The fervor of the Prize Builder continues 
throughout the Free Spins, offering glimpses of Bamboo symbols that appear when non-winning 
symbols are removed from the reels. Harness the power of Bamboo symbols to satiate your panda’s 
appetite, with every bundle of 5 crunchy Bamboo delights increasing the Win Multiplier by one.

Bamboozle your big wins to turn them into Free Spins with Win Exchange™. Alternatively, leap 
straight into the delight of indulgent Bamboo feasts with the convenience of Bonus Buy. Dive into 
the captivating world of Panda Money, where every moment blends adventure with opportunity, 
delivering excitement and rewards that transport you into a world of wonder.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Hold and win Prize Builder mechanic.
• Free Spins with an unlimited Win Multiplier.
• Win Exchange™ to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins

Min Stake €/£/$ 0.20

Max Stake €/£/$ 3 (Max Exposure 250,000), 6 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 12 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

4 (Prize Builder, Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

67,330x

15,625

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

6 x 5

96.10% - 96.15%

Very High

GENERAL INFORMATION



Comment RTPOSS IDOSS Game Type

94% Option with Bonus Buy pandamoney 94.08% - 94.15%pandamoneyv19400

pandamoney pandamoneyv1000096% Option with Bonus Buy 96.10% - 96.15%
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DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME FEATURES

BIG TIME GAMING | PANDA MONEY

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Panda Money and Win Exchange. The game is responsive to any height 
and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Jackpot Contributions 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%

Download the full promo pack: HERE  

Discover 3 or more golden panda Scatters to unlock 8 Free Spins, and an additional 2 for each 
Scatter beyond the third. As the panda-monium of the Prize Builder unfolds, keep an eye out for 
the emergence of Bamboo symbols amidst the symbol shifts. The Free Spins Win Multiplier begins 
at x1, growing as you generously feed the panda 5 delectable Bamboo symbols, increasing the 
multiplier by 1 with each feast!

Immerse yourself in the tranquility of the forest, where every win triggers a cascade of winning 
symbols falling to the bottom whilst all other symbols are seamlessly replaced by new symbols 
before the win is rewarded. Should fortune grace the Extra Reel, its winning symbols gracefully 
cascade into the reels below, potentially increasing the number of symbols in the reels. Witness 
the enchantment unfold as improved wins trigger another round of Prize Build, capturing the 
magic of the forest for truly epics wins!

Prize Builder

Free Spins

Chomp straight into a bamboo banquet with Bonus Buy! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 
8 Free Spins for 100 times stake and witness that panda crunching away!

Use Win Exchange™ to bamboozle your big wins into becoming Free Spins! Whenever you win 
between 25 and 100 times stake, you have the option to exchange the entire win for the chance 
to be awarded 8 Free Spins. The chance of winning the gamble is shown in green on a wheel. 
Whenever you win 100 times stake or more, you have the option to exchange 100 times your 
stake for 8 Free Spins. 

Win ExchangeTM

Bonus Buy

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/panda-money/

